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Abstract
We propose an automated pipeline for robustly identifying neu-
rological disorders from interactive therapeutic exercises, which
are gathered via the mobile therapy app myReha. The app cap-
tures speech and cognitive parameters from over 30.000 tasks
in various scenarios. Users get immediate and highly accurate
feedback for pronunciation and coherency for language tasks,
while voice recordings are fed to a feature extraction pipeline in
the backend. These features are then used to construct speech
characteristics, which are highly indicative of different neuro-
logical disorders, such as acquired aphasia after stroke. The
data is visually presented in a web application nyra.insights,
which allows medical professionals to quickly derive recom-
mendations for treatment and closely monitor outcomes. Dur-
ing the Show and Tell session, users can experiment with the in-
teractive myReha app and experience the real-time speech anal-
ysis capabilities via the nyra.insights web platform.
Index Terms: speech analysis, neurological disease classifica-
tion, interpretable speech biomarkers

1. Introduction
Rehabilitation after neurological deficits is essential for restor-
ing function and improving the quality of life for affected indi-
viduals. The efficacy of therapeutic interventions is influenced
by their intensity and individualization, which are key determi-
nants of therapy success [1].

Acquired language and cognitive disorders resulting from
brain injury are varying in types and characteristics. Accurate
classification of these deficits is crucial for implementing effec-
tive therapeutic strategies [2]. However, evaluating speech and
language subtleties can be time-consuming, and automated ap-
proaches using speech recordings could expedite rehabilitation.
Previous research has attempted to classify for example apha-
sia types and other speech pathologies using manual transcripts
[3, 4] and various models, such as the XLSR-53 model [5, 6],
which extracts language-invariant linguistic features.

We propose a novel approach for not only aphasia but mul-
tiple neurological deficits. By combining the outputs of the
XLSR-53 and the encoder-decoder Whisper model [7], we ap-
ply carefully selected feature extraction methods on aligned
and annotated transcripts to build prototypes of healthy speech.
These prototypes are used to normalize features for inference,
creating interpretable insights for anomalous speech record-
ings. The automated pipeline achieves human-level accuracy
on distinguishing speech recordings from aphasic patients and
healthy controls, as well as over 90% accuracy in distinguish-
ing speech from the control group and various aphasia types.
Furthermore, this is the first approach that exploits the differ-
ent decoding mechanisms of CTC and encoder-decoder-based

methods to create rich annotations for automatic feature extrac-
tion. This fully automated approach can potentially benefit the
assessment and rehabilitation of multiple neurological deficits,
offering a more efficient and accurate classification method for
various speech disorders. Together with the large amount of
evidence-based therapeutic exercises of the showcased myReha
app and the intuitive visualisation of therapy progress in the
nyra.insights web platform, we provide tools for conducting a
highly intense and individual neuro-therapy.

Future research should focus on developing and validat-
ing innovative approaches to deliver personalized and intensive
therapy, with the aim of improving rehabilitation outcomes for
patients with neurological deficits.

2. Methods
2.1. The myReha app

The myReha mobile app is a modern and intuitive medical de-
vice software for treating speech and cognitive disorders after
brain damage. It contains over 30.000 tasks presented in more
than 45 evidence-based therapeutic exercises, which are con-
stantly adapting to the user’s progress. The app can be used
in clinical and home settings and provides highly accurate and
individual feedback. For gathering speech samples, the app pro-
vides interactive voice-based chats, free image description ex-
ercises, audio diary and mood entries as well as instructed pro-
nunciation, syntax and semantic exercises.

2.2. Feature construction pipeline

The pipeline for assessing speech impairments uses a two-phase
process: prototype construction and classification. The pipeline
utilizes feature extraction methods in three steps. The first
step involves constructing acoustic and clean transcripts using
XLSR-53 and Whisper speech recognition models. The sec-
ond step enriches transcripts with annotations for pauses, filler
words, and part-of-speech (POS) tags. The third step calcu-
lates scores for coherence, fluency, syntax, lexical richness, and
pronunciation. For classification, speech recordings are pro-
cessed through the pipeline to compute the distance between
each score and the score prototypes. These distances are then
used for training simple machine learning classifiers and con-
ducting experiments. The process is outlined in Figure 1.

2.3. The nyra.insights web platform

The nyra.insights platform provides detailed analyses and smart
documentation with seamless integration of myReha data.
Treating medical professionals can quickly assess each patient’s
speech and cognitive capabilities, their therapy progress and
whether and how interventions worked in the past. The platform
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Figure 1: Prototype pipeline

Figure 2: nyra.insights screenshot

shows granular speech parameters by averaging the features of
different speech domains from the pipeline presented in Section
2.2, which is portrayed in Figure 2.

3. Demo description
We will provide multiple mobile tablets with the myReha app
already installed and a larger screen connected to a laptop show-
casing the nyra.insights platform. In terms of language we sup-
port English and German.

Depending on the type of account used to log into the
myReha app, either the patient or clinic version is shown. The
clinic version contains an admin dashboard, where medical pro-
fessionals can quickly switch between already created patient
accounts and can add new patient profiles. For the demo, we
are creating a clinic account with some dummy profiles. The
credentials of this clinic demo account will also be used in the
web application. Any changes that are done in one platform
immediately transfer to the other.

Users of the Show and Tell demo can create profiles in a
matter of seconds or start with existing ones using the myReha
mobile app. Via interactive speech exercises through various
scenarios, we are gathering speech samples. We deliberately
are not providing microphones to showcase the robustness of
the transcription and analysis capabilities in real-world settings.
Next to real-time pronunciation feedback, accurate transcrip-
tions and coherence checking, we are constructing speech char-
acteristics indicative of different neurological profiles and por-
tray them in nyra.insights. Some of the scores used to con-
struct these characteristics from our pipeline 2.2 need a mini-
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Figure 3: nyra.insights screenshot

mum number of approximately 100 words to be computed ro-
bustly. After that amount is gathered, a snapshot of the user’s
speech characteristics is built by stitching multiple recordings
together and feed them through our pipeline.

4. Conclusions
The integration of a mobile app like myReha offering person-
alized neuro-therapy with speech analysis capabilities, along
with a real-time patient progress monitoring web platform such
as nyra.insights, transforms rehabilitation for individuals with
speech and cognitive impairments. The mobile app delivers
tailored therapy while providing advanced speech analysis, en-
abling accurate assessment of patients’ speech patterns and al-
lowing for targeted interventions. The web platform offers
healthcare professionals valuable insights to optimize therapy
plans and maximize recovery potential. This innovative ap-
proach, leveraging speech analysis in a user-friendly context,
significantly improves therapy outcomes and redefines rehabil-
itation for neurological deficits.
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